
KUWAIT: Serving as Mercedes-Benz’s top
model for over 50 years, the S-Class has rede-
fined technology, comfort and style, with each
new model debuting many of the company’s
latest innovations, interior features and safety
systems. Officially introduced in 1972 with the
w116 S-Class, the series of models in the flag-
ship S-Class range have since grown to include
the Sedan, CoupÈ and now Cabriolet variants,
creating an impressive portfolio that has rede-
fined luxury and innovation. 

Three engineering priorities “Intelligent
Drive”, “Efficient Technology” and “Essence of
Luxury” have enabled the S-Class to extend
the boundaries of technology on many levels.
It is not just a technological spearhead for
Mercedes-Benz but for automotive develop-
ment as a whole.

Exclusive general distributor for Mercedes-
Benz in Kuwait, Abdul Rahman Albisher & Zaid
Alkazemi Company highlights the S-Class’ lead-
ership in the luxury segment. “The S-Class fam-
ily is a demonstration of all-around excellence.
Since its inception, it has consistently set new
benchmarks in cutting edge technology and
ride comfort, appealing to a class of discerning
customers through its variants. Despite aes-
thetic differences, each S-Class model offers
unparallelled luxury rarely seen in the automo-
tive industry,” said Michael Ruehle, Chief
Executive Officer, of the company. 

S-Class Saloon: The best car in the world
The S-Class has long been the yardstick for

technological advancement and luxury motor-
ing. Innovative safety systems featured in the
S-Class include the DISTRONIC PLUS with Steer
Assist and Stop & Go Pilot, which help the driv-
er to stay in lane and even enable the car to
drive itself in a traffic jam with only minimal
intervention. The sensors of the MAGIC BODY
CONTROL are another highlight: They make
the new S-Class the first vehicle worldwide
that is able to detect surface undulations in
the road ahead and prime the suspension
accordingly - offering an unparalleled level of

driving comfort.
Available in S 400, S 500, S 600, Mercedes-

AMG S 63 and S 65 models, the S-Class Sedan
is the first vehicle in the world whose interior
and exterior do without a single light bulb and
sees Mercedes-Benz building on its pioneering
role in the lighting sector. The lighting’s multi-
level functionality is another world first: out of
consideration for any road users behind, the
intensity of the brake lights is reduced at night
or while waiting at traffic lights, for example.
Almost 500 LEDs illuminate the road, the vehi-
cle, the interior and the boot. 

Mercedes-Maybach: The pinnacle 
of ultra luxury

There is luxury, and then there is Maybach.
Mercedes-Maybach vehicles epitomise peer-
less exclusivity. Some of the features that dis-
tinguish these vehicles from production mod-
els include extra spaciousness with lavishly
designed, prestigious interiors offering exten-
sive scope for individualisation. As a result, the
vehicles fulfil the requirements of even the
most discerning customers worldwide.

For those who like to drive or be driven in
the equivalent of a first class suite, the
Mercedes-Maybach S-Class 600 is the pinnacle
of luxury. The new model melds the perfection
of the Mercedes-Benz S-Class with the exclu-
sivity of Maybach, from impressive spacious-
ness and elegant design to premium crafts-
manship and extrovert luxury.

The new Mercedes-Maybach Pullman is the
second model from the Mercedes-Maybach’s
ultra-luxurious family of cars. The top-of-the-
range vehicle, with its face-to-face seating in
the partitioned-off passenger compartment,
stands as a proud example of the high-end
automotive luxury traditionally associated
with Maybach. Many governments, heads of
state and royal families around the world have
for decades chosen Mercedes-Benz saloons
with the designation “Pullman” to drive them
with the glory and style befitting their status.
With its new model, the company is now

extending its unique position in this demand-
ing segment. Its length of 6.50 metres is a sign
of the special status of the Mercedes-Maybach
Pullman. Providing appropriate space for the
tasteful club lounge in the rear, a multitude of
superior fittings ensures the chauffeur-driven
limousine lives up to today’s expectations of
total exclusivity and luxury. 

S-Class Coupe: The high-end coupe
The ultimate in aesthetic sportiness, the S-

Class Coupe combines intense driving pleasure
with modern luxury. Available in the S 500,
Mercedes-AMG S 63 and S 65, each model
offers a choice of three leather interiors and a

host of trim features in hand-crafted quality,
making the touch and feel inside a journey of
discovery in its own right. The gently sweeping
dashboard appears to hover in space and con-
jures up an exclusive, modern lounge charac-
ter. Seven different light moods serve to com-
plement this interior feel. The S-Class Coupe
not only has a much quieter interior than its
predecessor, but is also the quietest series-pro-
duction car of all in terms of wind noise.

Like the S-Class Saloon, the new Coupe is
available with numerous new assistance sys-
tems that make driving even more comfort-
able and safer. The world premiere of the

active curve tilting function also allows the
vehicle to lean into bends meaning greater
driving pleasure and ride comfort.

S-Class Cabriolet: Open-top luxury
The new Cabriolet arriving in Q3 2016 is the

sixth variant of the current S-Class family and
the first open-top luxury four-seater from
Mercedes-Benz since 1971. 

Its Mercedes-AMG S 63 offers a distinctive,
sensual and exclusive design, adopting 60 per-
cent of its bodyshell components from its
Coupe counterpart. The cutting-edge technol-
ogy of the S-Class and a comprehensive
warmth and wind protection concept includes
the enhanced automatic wind protection sys-
tem AIRCAP, the AIRSCARF neck-level heating
system, the heated armrests, the seat heating
also in the rear, plus the intelligent climate con-
trol ensure, laying claim as the world’s most
comfortable convertables. 

A Standard-fit roll over protection system
also detects impending danger of the vehicle
rolling over and enables the airbag control unit
to send a corresponding signal to the roll over

protection system, ensuring the safest drive.
Attention to detail is also evident in the lug-
gage compartment concept: when the soft
top is opened, it folds away into part of the
luggage compartment. 

The soft top is separated from the remain-
ing luggage compartment space by means of
an electrically operated retractable cover
which encloses the soft top. 

This luggage compartment partition
extends automatically during opening of the
soft top. This means that the driver no longer
needs to stop in order to operate the luggage
compartment cover manually, providing
added convenience. When the soft top is
closed, the luggage compartment partition
can be retracted by pressing a button in the
inner panelling of the boot lid, so as to
increase the available luggage space.

Customers can visit Abdul Rahman Albisher
& Zaid Alkazemi Company’s showrooms to
book a test drive and experience the innova-
tion of the S-Class. Existing Mercedes-Benz
customers can enjoy 24 hour test drives by
appointment.
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TOKYO: Pedestrians pass before a share prices board in Tokyo yesterday. Tokyo stocks
dropped on December 21 morning on a stronger yen, with Toshiba slumping on a weekend
report that the scandal-hit conglomerate will likely post a massive fiscal year loss. — AFP

KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank held its weekly draw
of Al-Hassad Islamic Saving program on
December 16, 2015. This program offers the
biggest prize amount to the largest number of
winners. The prize program succeeded in becom-
ing the first and only prize account in Kuwait
compliant with the Islamic Sharia principles. The
program has been developed to fulfil the needs
of the Bank customers and increase their oppor-
tunities in winning sizeable and attractive prizes
in addition to enjoying the latest banking advan-
tages that Ahli United Bank provides.

On this occasion, the bank issued the follow-
ing press release: Al-Hassad Islamic Saving pro-
gram offers the highest amounts of prizes which
amount to KD 3.4 million per year. 

This Program also offers 26 weekly prizes, with
the highest number of weekly winners. The
Islamic Hassad Saving Account may be opened
by the lowest amount to open an account, which
is KD 100.

The winner of the weekly grand prize in the
amount of KD 25,000/- is: FAISAL ZAID ALZAID.
The winners of the KD 1,000 prize each:  Fatemah
M A Almershed,  Alok Nigam Nandkishore,
Mohamed Eqbal Mohamed, Nour Aldeen Amir
Aasem, Mohammad Khleaif Aleid,  Maryam M S
Albahrani, Ahmad Mazed Alotaibi, Iman Ahehab

Al Qadiri,  Adnan Naser, Adel Akram Alnajar,
Abeer T D Aldabous, Yaqoub Abdullah Saad
Alqattan,  Ahmad A A A Alhomoud, MFeehah
Hameed Abbas, Jaseem M A Alkazmi,  Ahmad
Abbas A , Helene Sioufi , Falah Eid Habeeb
Alazmi, Mariam Khamees Alsabea,  Asmahan
Rashid Ibrahim Jameel Ahmed Habib, Sayed
Dheya Habib, Sawsan Isa Ali, Hasan Abdulla
Hasan, Nada Adel Radhi . 

The Prize program of Al-Hassad Islamic Saving
from Ahli United Bank offers a weekly grand
prize worth KD 25,000 in addition to 25 weekly
prizes worth a total of KD 25,000 distributed to
25 prizes, KD 1,000 for each winner.

In addition, prizes of Al-Hassad Islamic saving
program  from Ahli United Bank offer 4 quarterly
grand prizes announced in quarterly draws. Each
is a “Salary for Life” prize which is worth KD
25,000. 

In general, Ahli United Bank continues to offer
innovative tools and means to meet the needs of
its customers to match the Bank’s long history of
distinctive services which extend over 73 years
during which the Bank managed to take the lead
among local banks. For further information
about “Al Hassad Islamic Saving” account , cus-
tomers may call at any Ahli United Bank branch,
or call: “Hayakom” service at Tel.: 181 2000.
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By Hayder Tawfik 

KUWAIT: Central banks
dread to mention the word
deflation. Over the past few
years they have been busy
talking about how the long
term inflation potential is still
intact even though they have
been completely wrong. As
much as they admit that inflation is not
a problem they should admit that the
deflationary wave is still a bigger threat
to the world economy. We have been
living with falling inflation over the past
few years and all the signs indicating
that we are not seeing any sustainable
pick up of inflation. 

The worldís most powerful central
bank has just raised interest rates at a
time when inflation rate is still way
below its own official target. The recent
fall in oil and commodity prices should
put a cap on any potential inflation fear
in the coming months.  In the late 2008
and when the financial crises was at
their peak, there was already a fierce
debate over whether inflation or defla-
tion was the greatest danger for the
world economy. As the world economy
steadily recovered from crisis condi-
tions, investors have worked on the
assumption that those who were argu-
ing about the future inflation threat
were right - that the greatest danger
was runaway inflation, not a fall in
prices. At present investors are worriedly
reconsidering the inflation threat. 

For investors getting the issue right
is very important and it is crucial when
making any investment decision.
Inflation and deflation require almost
totally different responses, from
investors, central banks and govern-
ments. It is also hard to resolve as both
sides have logic and historical prece-
dent on their side. Reducing interest
rates down to zero and printing unlimit-
ed amounts of money and resort to
deficit financing should theoretically
lead to inflation. That has happened in
numerous developing countries. It hap-
pened in Germany during the 1st and
2nd World Wars and also most of the
western world in the 1970s specifically
during the oil crises. 

Over the past two decades the world
has experienced a huge debt binge that
sadly exploded and ended up in a wave
of global deflation. Economic theory
also predicts that a debt binge will lead
to deflation. As consumers, companies

and governments realize
that they are over-indebted,
so they pay down their debt,
spend less and prices fall.
Falling prices suck down
economic activity with them.
There are precedents in the
US of the early 1930s, and
Japan in the 1990s. Both fol-
lowed huge burst in asset

price bubbles - as happened back in
2008. People in the inflation camp argue
that governments have over-learnt the
lessons from these disasters, and that so
much money has now been printed that
inflation is inevitable. Those who are
concern about deflation use Japan as an
example. They argue that Japan eventu-
ally cut interest rates to below zero, and
still founding itself trapped in the
vicious circle of deflation. 

My biggest concern is that very few
people these days talking about defla-
tion. But some are still worried about
deflation. The European Central banks is
one of them. Unfortunately the Federal
Reserve is no longer taking the deflation
threat seriously.  The Fedís own pro-
nouncement reflects the fact that core
inflation in the US, stripping out fuel
and food, is just over 1% and that is very
low rate and way below the Fedís target.
The Commodity Research Bureau Index
is back were it was in 2006. Admittedly
unemployment numbers has been
falling over the past few years and now
it stands just over 5 percent but this has
not led to any spiral in the wage pres-
sure.  US housing appears to be on the
mend but has not returned to the bub-
ble days of the early 2000. The inflation-
ary environment that the world experi-
enced from 2000 to 2008 came from
asset markets themselves. When com-
modity prices rise, inflation rises with
them. Thus, the best evidence for infla-
tion sprang directly from the belief of
market participants that inflation was
the greatest danger. But the recent col-
lapse of oil and commodity prices
should lead to lower inflation and possi-
bly deflation in the coming months. 

History taught us that drastically low
interest rates for longer time will
increase the risk of runaway inflation in
the long run. But I think for now the
imminent danger is deflation created by
the oversupply of oil and commodities.
Further rate rises by the Federal Reserve
could tip the world economy into reces-
sion again.  — Rasameel Structured
Finance Company.

Global deflation 

still a real threat

EU watchdog backs

softer bonus regime

for smaller banks

LONDON: Staff at smaller banks in the European Union
should not have to defer large chunks of their bonuses
over several years, the bloc’s European Banking Authority
(EBA) watchdog said yesterday. After the 2007-09 finan-
cial crisis, the European Union introduced rules to stop
bankers from taking excessive risks to win bigger bonus-
es and because state bailouts of failed banks had
angered taxpayers. The rules apply to senior manage-
ment and so-called material risk takers at banks, many of
whom are based in London. At least 40 percent of a
bonus must be deferred for at least three years, with half
of the deferred portion paid in shares or bonds rather
than cash.

This means that if misconduct is uncovered after the
bonus is awarded, the bank can stop some being paid
out. Smaller banks have complained that the rules are
not “proportional” as the bonuses they pay are very mod-
est and the deferrals create administrative headaches.

The European Banking Authority said the EU should
consider amending its law to “explicitly support specific
exemptions on the application of deferral arrangements”.

“It is the EBA’s opinion that the disapplication of these
requirements should be possible for small and non-com-
plex institutions and for staff that receives only a small
amount of variable remuneration,” the watchdog said.

It offered no definition for small and non-complex
institutions. The deferred portion of a bonus is paid in a
bank’s shares or bonds but the EBA said for savings and
cooperative banks who have not issued shares, this is dif-
ficult and they should get more flexibility. It will be up to
the EU’s executive European Commission whether to
propose an amendment to the law. Any change would
need approval from member states and the European
parliament.

WAIVERS GALORE
Some 21 of the 28 member states already “neutralize”,

or grant waivers in one form or another, for deferrals at
smaller banks, but their scope differs widely. The EBA said
a law change would mean more consistent, specific
waivers across the EU.

The bloc has also capped bonuses to no more than
fixed pay, or twice that amount with shareholder
approval. Britain and France are granting waivers for
smaller lenders on applying the bonus cap, which the
EBA views as illegal though it is up to the European
Commission to take any action. The watchdog also pub-
lished a revised version of its guidelines on banker pay
and said they will not come into force until January 2017,
a year later than anticipated to give member states more
time to adapt.

The guidelines now spell out what must be catego-
rized as variable and fixed pay for calculating the bonus
cap. Several banks had been paying “allowances” to top
up fixed pay and blunt the bonus cap. The EBA has
already said the bulk of such payments breach European
rules, forcing banks to change pay contracts.

The new guidelines will be enforced by banking
supervisors in member states on a comply or explain
basis, meaning a supervisor would have to say publicly
why it was giving waivers. — Reuters


